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Hope you were having fun practicing the first mixolid lick that we watched last time. In this guitar lesson we will continue the trend by looking for another lick that plays exclusively using an alternative choice. Grab the guitar now and we'll get started with a lick... While this lick may look like just an endless
stream of notes, it actually consists of two very different parts. The first part lasts twelve notes, and uses a 4-note melodic pattern that is repeated three times. The second part uses a melodic pattern of 6 notes, which is repeated twice. To complete the lick, I pointed out on two notes that form a reduced
fifth interval. Because this interval is quite wide and dissonant, it gives a lick of a good corner turn to finish things off. Of course, if you don't like the sound of these last two notes, then feel free to leave them when you learn to lick.  because it's all pretty hard to see just with TAB, here's a lick again with
melodic patterns indicated... In terms of time, you may notice that the whole lick uses sixteenth notes. So if you're already comfortable playing them, you shouldn't have too much trouble playing licking in time. Just be sure to start slowly and gradually build it up to speed. Have fun! Return to: Rock Guitar
Licks My Best Alternative Collection exercisesSix notes up and down before I end this series on an alternative collection I want to give you some of the exercises that I used to create my speed collection. Please choose the ones you are most comfortable with. The first two are super simple, but also very
fundamental. I use these licks all the time and you too as soon as you have them down. You can take these two licks and use them to go all the way up and down your neck. Try to go all the way up the A-minor scale on high line B and E. Shift up one step in scale for every sixth note you play. Here's the
first one: It's the same lick, but instead of moving up, you move down your neck instead. Notice how every minute change in the way you play notes is a new challenge: We are in the C-Minor key so the markers around your neck are up-to-the-scale too well with the scale of :)Twelve notes up and downIt's
exercise a little harder because you have to adjust the position of your hand of choice while you choose. Lick just 12 notes up and down the A-minor scale. This is much better and more useful than the exercise in all six lines at the same time. And if you can get your hands around those four lines, then the
last two will be pretty easy. The key is to start with something manageable: Nine notes up and downit can feel a little awkward playing at the beginning. but you get used to it very quickly. Every time you start nine notes over and over again, it's with another kick pick. You start starting Down stroke, then
you play nine notes - then you start with up a stroke and so on. Many players practice starting everything with a downward stroke, so it feels very strange to suddenly turn that around. But the opportunity to start licking with both an upstroke and a downward stroke will come in handy in the future...
Combining Groups of Sixit's just a small example of how you can combine these different exercises into something that sounds great. Build your own paths around the ladboard and practice playing these simple runs in different combinations: Hard, but worth it In my experience there's only one harder
thing than going from string to line, and it's moving back to the same line that you came straight away. The classic little four notes up and down Paul Gilbert licking is not a good place to start in my opinion. This might be a great start for Mr. Gilbert, but I recommend practicing something with a little less
string shift to get you going. In this exercise I play four notes up and down, then I reverse that lick and play four notes down and up. It's also a great exercise, but be careful not to break your neck on it. it's hard to lick to master - and while you play the lighter things you prepare yourself for this. You actually
better play hard stuff when you play lighter stuff! Check out the tab in the menu called Resources I've collected all three notes per string of models on the scale I use the most. Start by studying seven models in a major/small scale, and practice licks and works in as many positions and places around your
neck that you can come up with. If you're lost and overwhelmed by a huge mass of patterns, focus on one template throughout the week. Then go to the next one and play just that picture for a week. This is a very good and very effective way to hack this task. The first guitar training video I ever bought
was Paul Gilbert's Intense Rock 1. I must admit, when I watched it, I was amazed at how fast and purely its alternative collection was. So I started practicing the licks of the video diligently every day. After months of doing this, I got completely fed up of practicing the same licks over and over again. What I
did then was make up a few variations to help make things more interesting for myself. One option in particular I found incredibly useful for my technique. So I thought I would share it with you in this tutorial. I hope this will help you as much as it has helped me.  Let's take a look at it... Rock Guitar Lick
8: Paul Gilbert Style Alternative Choice Lick This lick uses the E Natural Small Scale, and uses a strict alternative collection throughout. One of the interesting things about this lick is that it will help you develop both your external collection and inside-choice. In case haven't heard these terms before, let's
fast quickly about them now. To make it easier for me to explain them to you, let's check the TAB again... In this guitar lick there are three places where you need to change the strings. If you look at the first two showing with yellow boxes, you will notice that you are doing the following... Make a blow to the
D-string. Doing upstroke on G-string. Make a blow to the D-string. This type of line crossing is called external collection. This is because the choice moves on the outside of the two lines. If you now check out the blue box on TAB, you can see that you need to do the following... Make an up hit on the D-
string. Hit the G-string. Make an up hit on the D-string. Because the choice is currently moving inside two lines, then this type of line crossing is called the inside of the collection. Have fun! Return to: Rock Guitar Licks by Rob Thorpe This lesson drills the various maneuvers that the gathering parties may
encounter in game situations. Developing these techniques allows you to implement any ideas you may have while improvising and will help you learn an alternative method of choice. Exercises can be quite unmusical in practice, so keep the goal in perspective I have included a rock style solo etude that
combines different exercises of choice in a more musical environment, and I encourage you to write other similar etudes to practice different techniques in a musical context. 1, 2, 3 and 4 notes on the form line, inside and outside collection, string pass, double collection, accents, odd rhythmic groups.
Recommended audition: Great guitarists for hearing this technique in action include: Al Di Meola (Elegant Gypsy), John McLaughlin (Birds of Fire), Steve Morse (What If), John Petrucci (Scenes from Memory), Paul Gilbert (Street Lethal) Ex. The 1 - 1-2-3-4 'spider' exercise has served the metal guitar
community for years. However, I always thought it made more sense to practice a proper chromatic scale (continuous half-ton steps) rather than just going through the fretboard. This means that small position shifts are also included, and also stays with a usable piece of the musical dictionary under your
fingers, not just an exercise. The goal is to synchronize the two hands completely by focusing on the first note of each line and selecting that note harder than the others. This accent will help you keep track of the pulse of the music, especially as the tempos get faster. (More on accents later) Ex. 2 - This
diatonic run recalls Dream Theater guitarist John Petrucci and one of his main influences, Steve Morse. He climbs through several positions in the Frigian, using sextuplets (6 notes/beat). Again, accent the first note of each stroke, and be careful to nail each position shift. It can be helpful to practice every
six note snippets in isolation before tying them up Ex. 3 - Going to two notes per line of the game, which lends itself to a pentatonic game, we travel along the length of the board using only the top two lines. These kinds of ideas are common in the game of such diverse players as zack Wilde, John
McLaughlin and Gary Moore. However, to give the lick a little extra interest, I used the Robben Ford-approved Am6 pentatonic scale rather than the standard pentatonic scale to give the slim Dorian vibe (replacement b7, G, for F). Ex. 4 - As the number of notes per row decreases, the frequency of time
when the choice has to change the line increases, and this creates difficulties in the alternative collection. Thus, in this exercise only one note is played on each line before moving on to a new one. Steve Morse is very fluent in this style and chooses an alternative choice where many others prefer to
sweep the pick instead. One note per line is commonly used when playing arpeggios or wider intervals. Ex. 5 - Play the B string with a down stroke and then upstroke E string and repeat. Now do the opposite: down the stroke of row E and upstroke B. Have you found one move easier than the other? Most
players find the first (external fee) easier than the last (inside the selection), but we should try to be free in both, so as not to travel when crossing the lines. This example is larger than a metal riff and alternates both types of choice because of the pattern, alternating every 7 notes to the end of the pattern,
which also includes a line pass. Ex. 6 - 'Double Choice' is a less specific technique of selection and more melodic concept. What I mean is to repeat every step in sequence (i.e. double pick each note). The difficulty is that as your threaded hand moves at half the speed of the side collection, and it can take
a bit of practice to coordinate the two hands properly. Randy Rhoades used it in his solo, but this example is in the complex riff style of Floridajazz Fusion/Death Metal band Cynic. Ex. 7 - String Skipping is just that - leaving a line or more, traveling through the fret. By doing so, unpredictable and ear-
catching interval jumps are interspersed with smaller steps. Paul Gilbert and Greg Howe use this technique with amazing results. Here's a pretty diabolical lick featuring an ever-wider string of skips. Similar ideas can be found in the game zber shredder Michael Angelo Batio, and Chris Broderick of
Megadeth. Ex. 8 - The ability to accentuate certain notes in a phrase really makes your game three-dimensional. Instead of running pitches just with a step outline, they can also have a dynamic contour too. In addition, from a technical point of view, the practice of accentuating different notes into a pattern
helps to develop strength and control, as well as a better sense of how to beat are subdivided rhythmically. Ex. 9 - In odd groups of notes are becoming more common. Highlighting the beginning of each group again can be a big sedation in getting the pulse of these patterns in the ear. This example of
two x pairs shows two ways to incorporate phrases from 5 notes into your vocabulary. 9a are quintuplets, i.e. five notes are crammed into the space of four semiquavers, with the pulse lining up with each crochet. 9b holds the 'grid' of straight semiquavers but every fifth note is accentuated, it is perhaps
harder to feel but resulting in cross-rhythm creates a very ear-catching effect. Ex. 10 - Finally, and most importantly, we're going to make music! This semi-improvised solo tends to include a few of the aforementioned techniques, so it can be a little unbalanced compared to a real-life example, but provides
a greater sense of context than dry exercise. 10 steps to master an alternative choice for electric guitar solo study - PDF Bars 1-2 are more rhythmic and based on pentatonic frames with blues b5 and maj7 thrown in as passing notes. The goal is to keep the gathering side moving in the semi-semi-
weavers to ensure the rhythmic flow. Experiment with muffling the palm to give these lower passages an extra impact. Bars 3-4 explore a string of skipping pentatonic shapes, the use of which gives interval interest by jumping unpredictably between islands of pentatonic fragments. There are many other
ideas that can be found in these forms, from slippery fast ascending runs with legato to skip-sweeping through 3 lines with one note per line... Bars 5-6 throw a rhythmic trick at the listener, which can take a few listens to understand to the fullest. First, we play five notes per kick instead of four, but then
one in four of these quintuplets is accentuated, generating complex polyrhythm. For extra fun, try playing only notes marked with accents, without them in between! Bars 7-8 move around a simple Bb7 arpeggio in 6th position. Over the C7 it provides a piquant but not irresistible tension. For those
interested in such things, this bb7 selection note is taken from C Mixolydian b6, (fifth mode F melodic minor), which is considered an unreasonable dominant scale as Lidian dominates. Bars 9-10 contains another, much simpler, cross rhythm. The phrase rises G strings in B Dorian, licking the strain factor
hits with neoclassical consistency to the end. Be careful not to the wrong time as in synchronizing your hands with these position shifts, and control with the velocity shift in the last two bar beats 10. Bars 11-12 continue in a neoclassical vein with question-and-answer lines skipping phrases, and a
downward point pedal lick. These ideas are straight out of the 80's shreds dictionary, and studying the multitude of harpsichord music by E.S. Bach will give you many more licks in this style, right Bars 13-16 The last four bars are really one long sextuplet collection lick. The first two bluesier in their
selection are notes and repetitions associated with rock licks, while the final bars draw from C Lydian dominating. See Steve Morse's Paul Gilbert especially for this fusion of both classic and blues note choices with quick style selection. Happy choices, and be sure to take it easy when practicing these
exercises. The mastery of them comes with only plenty of time and repetition, but so do bad habits (and injuries!), so listen to your body, keep relaxed, and never play through any pain. It's a hard pill to swallow to start with, but tends to play them perfectly cleanly, slowly, without even trying to build speed
at all, with dividends paid. Rob Thope is a talented multi-instrumentalist and composer based in Manchester, Uk. alternate picking licks pdf. best alternate picking licks. metal alternate picking licks. alternate picking shred licks. alternate picking practice licks. paul gilbert alternate picking licks
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